In almost every area in human life measurements are important tools for us to understand our surroundings better. We can for instance measure the speed of a car to see if it is driving to fast, or measure the amount of sugar when we are making a cake. In the same way it is important for us to measure the features of various information models, because it will give us the opportunity to distinguish which models that are more complicated than others. With this measure it is also possible to estimate for example, the lines of code in the implemented product and the cost and time effort needed to make the product. It is also possible to discover which parts of the model that are most complex and thereby know which part which that will need the most time to implement.
The IM Meter is able to measure the significant properties of various information models such as complexity and information content. The measures the IM Meter deals with are of various sorts. Some of them measure the features of minor details of the information models while other measure more general and extending properties.
Since no one really knows what makes an information model complex, we decided that we should give the user so much valuable information as possible. The user than can decide by himself which measure he wants to use. There is also some values that can be used to see what part of an information model that is most complicated. You can also take some information models and see which one of them that are most complicated. These measures are calculated as weighted sums of the form h,X, . . . h,X, where X, . . .X, are the n different quantities describing the IM, which are to be weighted together with the weighting parameters h, . . .hn . The user of the IMMeter is allowed to change the weighting parameters so that he can give the parts of the IM that he think is difficult higher values.
The main window of the IM Meter is shown below.. When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express It into numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind: it may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have scareiy in your thoughts advanced to the stage of science.
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Lord Kelvin (1824 Kelvin ( -1924 in almost every area in human life measurements are important tools for us to get to understand our surroundings better. For instance, we measure the speed of a car to see if it is driving too fast and we count the number of students in the classroom to SA if anyone is missing ... In the same manner it is important for us to be able to measure the features of various information models, since this gives us the opportunity of distinguishing which models are more complicated than others. We can also estimate, for example, the cost, time and effort needed to implement various models, and moreover discover which parts of the model are the most complex and thereby contribute the most to the implementing costs. 
